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A new integration scheme is developed for nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations where
the temperature is constrained by a Gaussian thermostat. The utility of the scheme is demonstrated
by its application to the SLLOD algorithm which is the standard nonequilibrium molecular
dynamics algorithm for studying shear flow. Unlike conventional integrators, the new integrators are
constructed using operator-splitting techniques to ensure stability and that little or no drift in the
kinetic energy occurs. Moreover, they require minimum computer memory and are straightforward
to program. Numerical experiments show that the efficiency and stability of the new integrators
compare favorably with conventional integrators such as the Runge–Kutta and Gear predictor–
corrector methods. © 1999 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~99!50125-6#
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, symplectic numerical integrators have
been extensively used to study systems under Hamiltonian
dynamics because of their intrinsic stability.1–8 This stability
is a result of the fact that they are the exact solution of a
perturbed Hamiltonian which differs from the original
Hamiltonian: this difference depends on the timestep of the
integrator and remains bounded.2,9–11 Due to the enhanced
stability of symplectic integrators, one is able to use larger
timesteps than is possible for nonsymplectic integration
schemes and furthermore, longer simulation times can be
achieved without ad hoc rescaling of the energy. In molecu-
lar dynamics simulations of equilibrium fluids, the second-
order Verlet integration schemes are symplectic. Higher or-
der symplectic integrators suitable for the investigation of
equilibrium systems have also been developed.2–4,6,8
Symplectic integrators conserve the Jacobian of the dy-
namics, which is unity. For nonHamiltonian systems, one
approach that may be taken to enhance stability is to ensure
that the integrator generates the correct Jacobian.8 This re-
quirement may lead to fluctuations in other conserved quan-
tities, such as the energy, however a stable integrator will
eliminate drift from these quantities.
Although initial studies of the properties of simple liq-
uids were carried out in the microcanonical ensemble, stud-
ies of more complex liquids in other equilibrium statistical
mechanics ensembles are possible by the use of constraints.
Nose´–Hoover feedback mechanisms and Gaussian
constraints12 are deterministic schemes that are often used. In
many cases, modification of the dynamics to incorporate
these schemes results in equations of motion which are no
longer Hamiltonian, and thus symplectic integrators are not
applicable. Nevertheless, it is possible to construct
symplectic-like integrators for these nonHamiltonian systems
by using operator-splitting techniques. For example, stable
integrators for Nose´–Hoover thermostatted equations can be
obtained using operator-splitting techniques.5,11,13
The Gaussian thermostat multiplier allows the isokinetic
ensemble to be studied by ensuring that the kinetic tempera-
ture is fixed at all times in the simulation. It removes heat by
applying a force of constraint which is parallel to the pecu-
liar velocity of each particle in the system. However, if the
Gaussian thermostatted equations of motion are integrated
using a standard numerical integrator, the temperature will
drift due to numerical error. Recently, Zhang14 has used op-
erator splitting techniques to develop integrators that are
highly stable and ensure that the temperature remains fixed at
each timestep ~although in this case, the exact Jacobian is not
generated at each timestep!. Numerical tests on this integra-
tor demonstrate its accuracy and stability.14
In order to study systems which are not at equilibrium,
nonequilibrium molecular dynamics algorithms have been
developed. Again, many of these algorithms employ equa-
tions of motion that are nonHamiltonian and therefore sym-
plectic numerical integrators are not applicable. Nonequilib-
rium dynamics are usually dissipative, and thermostats such
as Nose´–Hoover and Gauss are often used to ensure that the
required temperature is maintained. In general, the equations
of motion used in these algorithms are not symplectic, even
if the unthermostatted equations of motion are Hamiltonian.
In this work we develop stable numerical integrators for non-
equilibrium molecular dynamics ~NEMD! when a Gaussian
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thermostat is used. ~For Nose´–Hoover thermostatted NEMD,
it is relatively easy to construct operator-splitting integrators,
see, e.g., Ref. 15–18.! As in the case of the Gauss thermo-
statted equilibrium system,14 the integrators are designed to
ensure that the kinetic temperature is conserved at each
timestep; the exact Jacobian is only generated in the limit of
infinitely small timestep. Numerical tests indicate that the
proposed integrator is stable and accurate.
As an example, consider the Gauss thermostatted
SLLOD algorithm for the simulation of planar Couette flow.
The adiabatic and thermostatted equations of motion are
nonHamiltonian12 and the thermostatted equations are given
by:
q˙i5pi /m1igqyi , ~1!
p˙i5Fi2igpyi2agpi , ~2!
d˙ x~ t !5g , ~3!
where the position of particle i is qi5(qxi ,qyi ,qzi)T, the
momentum is pi5(pxi ,pyi ,pzi)T, i is the unit vector in the
x-direction, Fi is the force on the ith particle, dx is the lattice
strain associated with the Lees–Edwards periodic boundary
conditions12,19 and ag is the Gaussian thermostat multiplier:
ag5
1
2mK0 (j51
N
@Fjpj2gpx jpy j# ,
~4!
K05
1
2m (j51
N
pj~0 !pj~0 !.
The Gaussian thermostat fixes the instantaneous kinetic en-
ergy along a trajectory, K(t)5(1/2m)( j51N pjpj5K0 .
When a conventional algorithm is used to numerically inte-
grate such equations of motion, the kinetic energy will typi-
cally drift away from its initial value ~see Refs. 20, 21 and
the present paper!. In order to prevent drift, one has to use an
ad hoc rescaling of velocities, or use an additional feedback
term in the equations of motion. However, such ad hoc
methods may induce undesired and unknown perturbation
effects on the simulation results if the timestep is not suffi-
ciently small. The main objective of the present paper is to
develop several kinetic energy conserving integrators for the
Gaussian thermostatted SLLOD equations.22 These integra-
tors can be easily applied to some other nonHamiltonian
NEMD algorithms such as the ‘‘Evans’’ heat-flow
algorithm.23 The new integrators are based on operator-
splitting techniques. They are straightforward to program,
and require much less computer memory than some conven-
tional algorithms. Our numerical tests indicate that the new
integrators are very stable and efficient, and compare very
favorably with the Runge–Kutta methods and Gear
predictor–corrector methods that are widely used in NEMD
simulations.
II. OPERATOR-SPLITTING INTEGRATORS
Recently operator-splitting techniques1,2 have been used
to develop efficient numerical integrators for molecular dy-
namics simulations.5,11,13–15,17,18 The trajectory obtained
from the solution of the equations of motion can be repre-
sented as the action of a propagator, U(t), on the initial
phase, G(0)5(q,p)T:
G~ t !5U~ t !G~0 !5exp~ iLt !G~0 !, ~5!
where iL is the phase variable Liouvillean,
iL5G˙  ]
]G
. ~6!
If we consider a discrete time propagation, then the time
interval is divided into timesteps, of length Dt , and the
propagator acts at each timestep:
G~ t1Dt !5U~Dt !G~ t !5expS DtG˙  ]]GDG~ t !. ~7!
The main idea of the operator-splitting methods is to replace
the propagator, U(Dt), by a combination of operators which
approximate U(Dt) to a known degree of accuracy. This is
equivalent to splitting the coupled first-order differential
equations under consideration @such as Eqs. ~1!, ~2!, and ~3!#
into two or more first-order differential equations, each of
which can be solved either exactly or approximately. The
Lie–Trotter formula approximates U(Dt) by:
U~D~ t !!5exp~ iLDt !
5exp~~ iL11iL2!Dt !
5)
i51
n
exp~aiiL1Dt !exp~biiL2Dt !1O~Dtr11!, ~8!
where ai and bi are parameters that are determined so that
Eq. ~8! is correct to terms in Dtr. See Refs. 1, 2, 5, 11,
13–15, 17, 18 for more details.
For the Gaussian thermostatted SLLOD Eqs. ~1!, ~2!,
and ~3!, the discrete time propagator is given by
U~Dt !5expS Dt(i51N S pi /m1igqyiFi2igpyi2agpig D S ]/]qi]/]pi]/]dxD D .
~9!
We decompose the right-hand-side of Eq. ~9! into two parts:
U~Dt !5expS Dt(i51N S S pi /m1igqyi0g D
1S 0Fi2igpyi2agpi
0
D D S ]/]qi]/]pi
]/]dx
D D
[expS Dt~A1B! ]]GD , ~10!
where A5(A1 ,A2 ,A2 ,. . . ,AN)T, B5(B1 ,B2 ,B2 ,. . . ,BN)T,
and
Ai5~pi /m1igqyi ,0,g!T,
Bi5~0,Fi2igpyi2agpi,0!T.
The equations of motion associated with the vector field A
are
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q˙i5pi /m1igqyi , ~11!
p˙i50, ~12!
d˙ x5g , ~13!
whereas those with the vector field B are:
q˙i50, ~14!
p˙i5Fi2igpyi2agpi , ~15!
d˙ x50. ~16!
The analytical solutions to the equations of motion ~11!–
~13! associated with A are:
5
qxi~Dt !5qxi~0 !1Dt@~1/m !pxi~0 !1gqyi~0 !]
1~1/2m !Dt2gpyi~0 !,
qyi~Dt !5qyi~0 !1~Dt/m !pyi~0 !,
qzi~Dt !5qzi~0 !1~Dt/m !pzi~0 !,
dx~Dt !5dx~0 !1Dtg ,
pi~Dt !5pi~0 !.
~17!
These solutions represent a change in the Cartesian coordi-
nates of the particles while their momentum is fixed. We
note here that the kinetic energy is not altered by the A
partition of the equations of motion.
As far as we are aware, there is no exact analytical so-
lution for the equations of motion associated with the vector
field B unless the strain rate vanishes, i.e., g50 ~the case of
the equilibrium Gaussian thermostatted equations of
motion!.14 However, it has been shown that by carrying out
an additional splitting of B, a kinetic energy conserving, re-
versible set of equations that can be solved analytically can
be obtained.24 This splitting and the solutions to the equa-
tions of motion are presented in Appendix B. Here we con-
sider the numerical solution of B. We note that in order to
apply the operator-splitting methods to construct an integra-
tor of order r, we only need an rth order approximation of
the solution ~if the exact one is not available! of each split
equation. Therefore we solve the equations of motion asso-
ciated with the vector field B by considering the following
finite difference scheme:
pi~Dt !2pi~0 !
Dt
5Fi2ig
pyi~Dt !1pyi~0 !
2
2ag
pi~Dt !1pi~0 !
2 , ~18!
where
ag5
( i51
N @Fi~pi~Dt !1pi~0 !!/22g~pxi~Dt !1pxi~0 !!~pyi~Dt !1pyi~0 !!/4#
( i51
N ~pi~Dt !1pi~0 !!~pi~Dt !1pi~0 !!/4 . ~19!
Such a scheme is similar to the midpoint rule and is accurate
to Dt2. Moreover, it conserves the kinetic energy of the sys-
tem: multiplying both sides of Eq. ~18! by @pi(Dt)
1pi(0)# , one finds,
(
i51
N
pi~Dt !pi~Dt ![(
i51
N
pi~0 !pi~0 !. ~20!
The nonlinear coupled equations ~18! and ~19! for
pi(Dt), can be solved using an iterative method. In Appen-
dix A we present a simple and straightforward iteration pro-
cedure that converges quickly. Note that only one force field
evaluation is required for the equations associated with op-
erator B, because the Cartesian coordinates of all the par-
ticles remain unchanged throughout the iterative procedure.
It will be shown later that solution of Eq. ~18! by the iterative
method does not add substantially to the computation time
required for the molecular dynamics simulations. Moreover,
the iteration procedure can be fully vectorized. Nevertheless,
the fully analytic solution obtained by carrying out an addi-
tional splitting and described in Appendix B ~Ref. 24! pro-
vide an easily programmed and fully reversible alternative.
The accuracy of the results obtained using the equations with
an additional splitting have not yet been carefully tested.
Given the above solutions of the split equations, we can
construct various integrators for the Gaussian thermostatted
SLLOD equations using operator-splitting techniques.
In this work we consider the second-order Trotter
factorizations,25 which lead to ‘‘leapfrog’’ type integrators:
U~Dt !'expS Dt2 A ]]GD expS DtB ]]GD expS Dt2 A ]]GD ,
~21!
and
U~Dt !'expS Dt2 B ]]GD expS DtA ]]GD expS Dt2 B ]]GD .
~22!
We will refer to these propagators as S1 and S2, respectively.
These integrators have the following properties.
~i! Their implementations are rather straightforward.
From any given values of the dynamical variables at
the nth step, we can obtain their values at the (n
11)th step by consecutively applying each operator
~with the fractional time steps!.
~ii! The integrators require minimum computer memory.
The values required are the updated values of p, q,
and the force field vector F, plus memory to store the
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old values ~previous step of iteration! of p during the
iterative solution process for the momentum. See Ap-
pendix A.
~iii! The integrators are kinetic energy conserving because
each of the steps ~associated with operators A and B!
conserves the kinetic energy of the system to any de-
sired accuracy.
~iv! Schemes ~21! and ~22! are invertible.
We have therefore designed second-order integrators
which conserve the kinetic energy of Gaussian thermostatted
dynamics to machine accuracy. Fourth-order integrators can
also be constructed using symmetric composition of symmet-
ric integrator techniques.2,6 However, such higher-order inte-
grators require more force computations. Optimization of the
coefficients in ~8! could also improve the accuracy.6
The new integrators are similar to the velocity-Verlet
and position-Verlet methods designed for Hamiltonian
dynamics,5 and thus should have similar stability properties.
In the following section we compare the new integrators with
the commonly used Runge–Kutta and Gear predictor–
corrector algorithms: the conservation of kinetic energy,
speed, and accuracy are considered.
In order to examine the accuracy of the simulation algo-
rithms, the pressure, p, internal energy per particle, E/N , the
shear viscosity, h, and the normal stress coefficients were
calculated. The shear viscosity is given by:
h52
^Pxy&
g
. ~23!
Here Pxy is the xy component of the pressure tensor, P:
PV5(
i
N
pipi2
1
2 (i , j
N
ri jFi j . ~24!
We define in-plane and out-of-plane viscosities, h2 and h0
as:
h252
^Pxx&2^Pyy&
2g , ~25!
h052
^Pzz&2~^Pxx&1^Pyy&!/2
2g . ~26!
III. NUMERICAL TESTS
Consider 2048 WCA particles undergoing planar Cou-
ette flow with a strain rate of g51. The fluid is close to the
Lennard-Jones triple point at a reduced temperature and den-
sity of T50.722 and n50.8442, respectively. We will use
Lennard-Jones reduced units throughout this section. Simu-
lations were carried out using the two new integrators, S1
and S2 and the results are compared with the fourth-order
Runge–Kutta ~RK4!, fourth-order Gear predictor–corrector
~GPC4!, second-order Runge–Kutta ~RK2!, and second-
order Gear predictor–corrector ~GPC2! integrators. The Gear
predictor–corrector algorithms are based on the second-order
equations of motion.
Two iterative procedures for solution of the finite differ-
ence equations were considered. In both cases the thermostat
multiplier was updated at each iteration by:
ag
~n11 !5
( i51
N @Fi~pi~n !~Dt !1pi~0 !!/22g~pxi~n !~Dt !1pxi~0 !!~pyi~n !~Dt !1pyi~0 !!/4#
( i51
N ~pi
~n !~Dt !1pi~0 !!~pi~n !~Dt !1pi~0 !!/4 , ~27!
where p~0! is the momentum at the beginning of the
timestep, and pn(Dt) is the nth iteration value of the mo-
mentum p(Dt). In the first case ~labeled It-I!, the approxi-
mation for the momenta at the (n11)th iteration is calcu-
lated as:
pi
~n11 !~Dt !5pi~0 !1DtFi2igDt
pyi
~n !~Dt !1pyi~0 !
2
2ag
~n !Dt
pi
~n !~Dt !1pi~0 !
2 , ~28!
and convergence is tested by monitoring the departure of the
kinetic energy from the set value. For the second iterative
scheme ~labeled It-II!, the (n11)th iteration for the mo-
menta is:
pi
~n11 !~Dt !5Fpi~0 !S 12 Dt2 ag~n !D1DtFi
2igDt
pyi
~n !~Dt !1pyi~0 !
2 G F11 Dt2 ag~n !G21,
~29!
and convergence is tested by monitoring the convergence of
ag to a constant value. The code for the second iterative
scheme ~which proved to be quicker! is given in Appendix
A. In both cases convergence was fast, with the second
scheme converging to within 131029 in approximately
eight iterations, depending on the timestep used. We note
that there are many other iterative solutions of Eq. ~18!.
First, we examine the behavior of the instantaneous tem-
perature of the system simulated using the new integrators
and the conventional ordinary differential equation ~ODE!
solvers. For each integrator steady states were achieved with
the desired temperature being maintained during the initial
period using proportional feedback or rescaling. The feed-
back or rescaling was then switched off and a trajectory was
simulated using different integrators and timestep sizes. We
monitored the instantaneous temperature and observed that
the RK and GPC exhibit persistent kinetic-energy drift even
for very small timesteps. This drift makes it impossible to
carry out simulations over long periods of time, unless an ad
hoc method is used to maintain the temperature. In contrast,
the new integrators show virtually no drift; they conserve the
21J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 1, 1 July 1999 Kinetic energy conserving intergrators
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kinetic energy of the system to machine accuracy. The en-
semble average drift is defined as,
Drift5^T~ t !2T~0 !&. ~30!
Figure 1~a! shows the drift over a period of t52 for the
RK4, GPC4, S1/It-I, S1/It-II, and S2/It-II integrators when a
timestep of Dt50.005 is employed and 100 trajectories are
averaged. The It-I scheme results in no drift because conver-
gence of ~28! is tested by monitoring the departure of the
temperature from the desired temperature; whereas a slight
drift is obtained when It-II is used because this scheme is
based on the convergence of the thermostat multiplier. For
the iterative methods, the slight drift in the temperature can
be reduced by refining the appropriate convergence criteria.
For the iteration scheme, It-II ~see Appendix A!, a maximum
drift per unit time of 2310211 was observed for a timestep
of Dt50.02 and a tolerance of 131028.
In Fig. 1~b! we show the average drift per unit time of
the temperature, Drift/t , for various timesteps, where the av-
erage is calculated over 100 trajectories. Again it is clear that
the conventional integrators suffer from drift. The straight
lines of slope m indicate the expected results based on the
error estimates of the algorithms. For the new integrators, a
tolerance of 131028 was used in all iterations. This small
but nonzero tolerance results in the slight drift ~for S1/It-II
and S2/It-II!, which can be reduced or eliminated by using
smaller tolerance in the test for convergence.
In Table I the CPU time taken by each of the methods is
compared. The time required for a simulation of 10 000
timesteps, relative to the fastest integrator developed by op-
erator splitting ~S1 with It-II! is shown. All data was gener-
ated for a timestep of Dt50.002 and a tolerance of 1
31029 for the convergence of the iterative schemes. The
speeds of the integrators are consistent with the dominance
of the force calculations in the time taken for the simulations,
that is, the time taken is roughly proportional to the number
of force calculations per step for each integrator. We see that
the operator-splitting integrators require between one quarter
and two sevenths ~depending on the iteration scheme and
convergence criterion! of the computer time used for the
RK4 algorithm on the same machine. The GPC4 method is
fast because it needs only one force field evaluation per step.
Method S1 is slightly faster than S2 because the former uses
operator B once per step thus involving fewer iterations.
Note that relative timings may vary with machine and code
details.
We investigated the largest possible timestep that could
be used for each integrator, and found that S1 and S2 are
stable for Dt up to approximately 0.02, RK4 to approxi-
mately 0.03, and GPC4 up to approximately 0.02.
Simulations also examined the accuracy of properties
~pressure, internal energy, viscosity, and the normal stress
coefficients! calculated using each of the numerical integra-
tors as a function of the timestep. Since the Runge–Kutta
and Gear predictor–corrector methods exhibit persistent ki-
netic energy drift, they cannot be used to obtain simulation
results for long trajectories unless some additional procedure
is employed to prevent the kinetic energy drift. It is a com-
mon practice to add a feedback term to the equation of mo-
tion. Feedback multipliers were first developed and em-
ployed by Baranyai and Evans.26 Here the feedback
multiplier
a f5~kBT2kBT !/~QkBT !, ~31!
where T is the current kinetic temperature and T is the de-
sired value, is used to adjust the Gaussian thermostat multi-
plier, ag . The magnitude of this term is controlled by the
parameter, Q, which should be sufficiently large that the
feedback multiplier only compensates for numerical error,
and yet small enough that the temperature can be con-
strained. A value of Q'10 is quite suitable.
FIG. 1. ~a! The behavior of the instantaneous temperature of the system
using the RK4, GPC4, S1/It-I, S1/It-II, and S2/It-II integrators with a
timestep of Dt50.005. ~b! The drift per unit time of the temperature as a
function of timestep for various integrators: RK4 ~3!, GPC4 ~h!, RK2 ~1!,
GPC2 ~s!, S1/It-I ~j!, S1/It-II ~l!, S2/It-II ~d!. The straight lines of slope
m are the expected slopes for these integrators. A tolerance 131028 was
used to test for the convergence when an iterative method is used to solve
the equations of motion.
TABLE I. Relative CPU time taken for a simulation at T50.722, n
50.8442, g51.0, and Dt50.002. Measurements were done for simulations
of length t520. The times are relative to the S1 integrator with the second
iterative method ~It-II!. The simulations were carried out on a single pro-
cessor of a Silicon Graphics ORIGIN 2000.
Integrator Relative time
Fourth-order Runge–Kutta 3.74
Fourth-order Gear predictor–corrector 1.00
Second-order Runge–Kutta 1.87
Second-order Gear predictor–corrector 0.97
Operator split S1 with It-I 1.01
Operator split S1 with It-II 1
Operator split S2 with It-II 1.06
22 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 1, 1 July 1999 Zhang et al.
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The deviations of the simulated values of the pressure,
internal energy, viscosity and the normal stress coefficients
from the results obtained using the most accurate simulation
~fourth-order Runge–Kutta with a very small timestep of
Dt50.001! are shown in Fig. 2–6. Here we use these figures
to access the accuracy of the integrators for a range of prop-
erties ~note that the deviations vary with the property consid-
ered!. In addition we expect that these figures will provide a
useful reference from which simulators can determine the
appropriate timestep required for obtaining certain accuracy
in their simulation run.
In general the results presented in Figs. 2–6 indicate that
the new integrators S1 and S2 perform well: they are more
stable and accurate than the other second-order methods and
in most cases are more accurate than the fourth-order Gear
predictor–corrector method. The fourth-order Runge–Kutta
method was found to be the most stable and therefore a rela-
tively large timestep could be used. However the RK4
method is much slower than the S1 or S2 methods. The S1
and S2 integrators give particularly accurate results for the
pressure, total energy, and in-plane viscosity.
The statistical error in the in-plane normal stress coeffi-
cient was larger than the deviation of the result from the
expected value in most cases. This high statistical error is a
consequence of the in-plane normal stress coefficient being
defined by the difference of two values of similar magnitude
@see Eq. ~25!#, and in order to obtain more precise values,
significantly longer simulation runs are required. At the level
of precision obtained in this work, there is no advantage in
using a timestep less than approximately Dt50.02. There-
fore, due to their speed the S1, S2, and GPC4 integrators
with a timestep of 0.02 would be the best methods to use for
the calculation of the in-plane normal stress coefficient at
this level of precision.
In Fig. 7 the CPU time required for the specified levels
of accuracy of p, E/N , and h is presented; this provides
information on the relative efficiencies of the integrators for
each of these properties. The results were obtained by com-
bining the data for the accuracy of the properties shown in
Figs. 2–4 and the data for the simulation times presented in
Table I. By interpolation, the timestep required to obtain the
desired accuracy was determined from Figs. 2–4, then the
simulation time was calculated from the relative speeds of
the integrators. Note that the time required for higher accu-
racy is reduced for increasing timestep up to the stability
limit of the method. The S1 method is the most efficient
followed by S2 and GPC4. However, GPC4 is less accurate
than the S1 and S2 methods for some properties, requires
more memory, feedback, or rescaling to prevent drift and it
is not self-starting.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, we have developed some operator-splitting
integrators for the Gaussian thermostatted SLLOD equations
FIG. 4. The deviation of the shear dependent viscosity as a function of
timestep calculated using simulations with various integrators: RK4 ~3!,
GPC4 ~h!, RK2 ~1!, GPC2 ~s!, S1/It-II ~j!, S2/It-II ~l!.
FIG. 5. The deviation of the in-plane viscosity as a function of timestep
calculated using simulations with various integrators: RK4 ~3!, GPC4 ~h!,
RK2 ~1!, GPC2 ~s!, S1/It-II ~j!, S2/It-II ~l!. The lines are the error
bounds for the most precise calculation carried out using conventional inte-
grators ~RK4 with a timestep of 0.001!.
FIG. 2. The deviation of the pressure as a function of timestep calculated
using simulations with various integrators: RK4 ~3!, GPC4 ~h!, RK2 ~1!,
GPC2 ~s!, S1/It-II ~j!, S2/It-II ~l!.
FIG. 3. The deviation of the internal energy as a function of timestep cal-
culated using simulations with various integrators: RK4 ~3!, GPC4 ~h!,
RK2 ~1!, GPC2 ~s!, S1/It-II ~j!, S2/It-II ~l!.
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of motion. The new integrators are kinetic energy conserv-
ing, and unlike the conventional ODE solvers do not require
ad hoc rescaling of velocities or a feedback term in the equa-
tions of motion. Although the present integration scheme is
implicit, the overall speeds of the integrators are faster than
the conventional integrators due to the CPU effectiveness of
the iterative solution of the momenta equations. Furthermore,
the integrators require minimal computer memory, and one
force field evaluation per time step. Most importantly, the
new integrators are stable and accurate even for large time
steps. It is shown that to achieve comparable accuracy for
physical properties (p ,E/N ,h ,h0), the new integrators re-
quire much less computer time than with traditional algo-
rithms. Therefore, the new integrators are clearly the method
of choice for solution of the Gaussian thermostatted SLLOD
equations of motion.
It is worth noting that a similar scheme can be applied to
the isoenergetic SLLOD equations of motion. However, in
this case the numerical integrator does not conserve the en-
ergy exactly at each substep of the integration since changes
in the coordinates and the momenta occur simultaneously.
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APPENDIX A
subroutine sllodb
–
itii~step, tol, px, py, pz, x, y, z, fx, fy,
fz, gamma!
implicit none
integer np
parameter (np52048)
double precision x~np!, y~np!, z~np!
double precision px~np!, py~np!, pz~np!
double precision fx~np!, fy~np!, fz~np!
double precision pxold~np!, pyold~np!, pzold~np!
double precision step, tol, anum, aden, alph, alpha
–
old,
a1, a2, gamma
integer i, it
–
max, it, np, maxcyc
c
alpha
–
old5100000.0d0
c maximum iteration number
it
–
max520
c store momenta at the beginning of the timestep
do 10 i51, np
pxold~i!5px~i!
pyold~i!5py~i!
pzold~i!5pz~i!
10 continue
c
do 20 it51, it
–
max
anum50.0d0
aden50.0d0
do 30 i51, np
aden5aden10.25d0*~~pxold~i!1px~i!!**21
& (pyold~i!1py~i!!**21
& (pzold~i!1pz~i!!**2)
FIG. 6. The deviation of the out-of-plane viscosity as a function of timestep
calculated using simulations with various integrators: RK4 ~3!, GPC4 ~h!,
RK2 ~1!, GPC2 ~s!, S1/It-II ~j!, S2/It-II ~l!. The lines are the error
bounds for the most precise calculation carried out using conventional inte-
grators ~RK4 with a timestep of 0.001!.
FIG. 7. The CPU time required to obtain desired levels of accuracy for
various properties: ~a! pressure, ~b! internal energy, ~c! the shear-dependent
viscosity. The lines are for guidance only.
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anum5anum10.5d0*~fx~i!*~px~i!1pxold~i!!1
& fy~i!*p~py~i!1pyold~i!!1
& fz~i!*~pz~i!1pzold~i!!!
& 20.25d0*gamma*~px~i!1pxold~i!!*
& (py~i!1pyold~i!)
30 continue
alph5anum/aden
a151.0d0/~1.0d010.5d0*alph*step!
a251.0d020.5d0*alph*step
do 40 i51, np
pz~i!5a1*~step*fz~i!1a2*pzold~i!!
py~i!5a1*~step*fy~i!1a2*pyold~i!!
px~i!5a1*~step*~fx~i!2
& 0.5d0*gamma*~py~i!1pyold~i!!!1a2*pxold~i!!
40 continue
c The tolerance is set by user
if ~abs~alph-alpha
–
old!.le.tol! goto 999
alpha
–
old5alph
20 continue
999 continue
if ~it.gt.maxcyc! maxcyc5it
if (maxcyc.ge.it
–
max) stop ‘too many iterations’
return
end
APPENDIX B
It has been shown24 that a fully analytical, kinetic energy
conserving, reversible solution to the Gauss thermostatted
SLLOD equations of motion can be obtained by splitting the
equations of motion associated with the vector field B. The
propagator defined in Eq. ~7! is decomposed so that U(Dt)
5exp(Dt(A1B11B2)]/]G) where B1 is
q˙i50, ~B1!
p˙i52igpyi2ag1pi , ~B2!
d˙ x50, ~B3!
B2 is
q˙i50, ~B4!
p˙i5Fi2ag2pi , ~B5!
d˙ x50, ~B6!
and where
ag15
1
2mK0 (j51
N
@2gpx jpy j# , ~B7!
ag25
1
2mK0 (j51
N
@Fjpj# . ~B8!
The solution to the equations associated with vector field
B1 are:24
qi~Dt !5qi~0 !, ~B9!
pi~Dt !5g~Dt !~pi~0 !2iDtgpyi!, ~B10!
dx~Dt !5dx~0 !, ~B11!
where
g~Dt !5~122C1Dt1C2Dt2!21/2, ~B12!
C15
g
2mK0 (j51
N
@px j~0 !py j~0 !# , ~B13!
C25
g2
2mK0 (j51
N
@py j~0 !py j~0 !# . ~B14!
Those associated with vector field B2 are simply those of the
field free system with solutions:14
qi~Dt !5qi~0 !, ~B15!
pi~Dt !5
12h
f ~Dt !2h/ f ~Dt ! Fpi~0 !
1Fi~0 !
11h2 f ~Dt !2h/ f ~Dt !
~12h !b G , ~B16!
dx~Dt !5dx~0 !, ~B17!
where
a~Dt !5bFa~0 !1b tanh~bDt !b1a~0 !tanh~bDt ! G , ~B18!
b5F 12mK0 (j51
N
~FjFj!G 1/2, ~B19!
f ~Dt !5exp~2bDt !, ~B20!
h5
a~0 !1b
a~0 !2b . ~B21!
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